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Jiang Yao smiled and nodded. “Yes, she’s quite close to Young Master Ye and the others. They often 
gather together.” 
 
Xu Jishen clicked his tongue in surprise. “Young Master Ye’s group doesn’t interact with people outside 
their circle. It seems that your sister is indeed as outstanding as you usually mention to me. 
 
“Master Cheng has his own inner circle as well. Her future will be limitless if your sister can learn from 
Master Cheng!” he said after thinking for a moment. He looked forward to it. 
 
He wanted to see what Jiang Yao’s awesome sister looked like. 
 
His cousin was already so beautiful. Jiang Yao’s biological sister should be even more beautiful. 
 
!! 
 
Most importantly, he did not expect the other party to be related to the Ninth Branch and Master 
Cheng. Just because of this, Jiang Xianrou was already worth meeting. 
 
Of course, given that they were in Tian Chen, they had seen much more of the world than their peers in 
Beijing. Xu Jishen had his own backbone. 
 
It was fine if Jiang Xianrou knew that person from the Ye family. He had never thought of getting close 
to that person through her. 
 
He disdained to do such a thing! 
 
Jiang Yao held the steering wheel with both hands and started the car. He no longer cared about Qiao 
Nian and the others. His face was filled with the high spirits of a young man. Even though he had 
restrained himself, arrogance still showed in his eyes. It was similar to the arrogance Jiang Xianrou 
usually displayed. They both felt that they were superior to others. 
 
He turned to his friend and said, “I’m meeting Xianrou for a meal. I’ll introduce you two later.” 
 
Xu Jishen smiled and agreed readily. “Sure. Then, I’ll follow you.” 
 
Although he said that, Xu Jishen disdained freeloading on Jiang Yao. The latter knew very well that he 
was just being polite. 
 
He laughed. “It’s just a meal. You can stay at my place if you’re free!” 
 
Xu Jishen’s status in Tian Chen was higher than his, and he was also more highly regarded than him, 
especially in IT development. Xu Jishen was much better than him. Many times, Jiang Yao still needed his 
help at work. Therefore, Jiang Yao was half-joking and half-serious when he said this. 
 
However, the other party did not seem to understand him. He treated his words as a joke and did not 
continue. He leaned back and chuckled. “Forget about staying at your house. I’ve booked a hotel. In a 



few days, my grandfather will be coming to Beijing to meet an important friend. I still have to 
accompany him. We can just have a meal today.” 
 
“Old Master Su is coming to Beijing?” As Jiang Yao reversed the car, he asked casually, “Do you want me 
to accompany you to the airport?” 
 
“No, I think not.” 
 
Xu Jishen refused without thinking. Afraid that Jiang Yao would think too much, he added absent-
mindedly, “My grandfather is just here to meet a friend. His friend is quite mysterious. I’ve never seen 
him before. He’s very concerned about that friend and doesn’t like others disturbing his friend.” 
 
This meant that it was not convenient to bring Jiang Yao along. 
 
Jiang Yao immediately understood that a friend whom even Su Huaiyuan cared about was definitely not 
an ordinary person. He might not be able to get close to him. If he insisted on going, it would seem like 
he wanted to curry favor with him. 
 
He did not continue on this topic. Coincidentally, the car reversed. Jiang Yao turned the car around and 
said to Xu Jishen, “Let’s go to the Imperial Mansion. Xianrou is waiting there.” 
 
Xu Jishen agreed. However, after the surprise, he was not very interested in Jiang Xianrou. “Sure!” 
 
The black Bugatti pulled out onto the road, leaving only a line of car exhaust behind it. It drove away in 
the opposite direction and disappeared down the road in the blink of an eye… 


